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Some of the top educators in our industry
*Fitness *Nutrition *Therapy *Wellness *Health

Named one of the top opportunities in our
industry!
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“I have been a master instructor for KFIT USA for over 6
years. I become a CEC provider which strongly
increased my professional image and gave me the
opportunity to work as a presenter and educator in our
industry!”
Joe Constantine, Colorado

“I created the Diet Terminator nutrition program by using
this incredible system and am now CEC approved. I am
teaching it at Achieve Systems conferences and using the
numerous resources to take my program to market.”
Shari Mitteco, Colorado

“I have created the performance therapy academy using
the Achieve education creation program and are now
working with the achieve network to take this program to
market. It is awesome having a built-in network ready to
take your program.”
Ari Gronich, Florida

“I have been involved in developing businesses for over
30 years. I now teach business workshops to the fitness,
nutrition, therapy and wellness industries thanks to
Achieve Systems.”
Naomi Paine, North Carolina

“I am a 30-year industry veteran & in the fitness hall of
fame, and have written numerous books and programs.
I have teamed with Achieve Systems to develop my
first CEC approved program and am excited to take to
market using their platforms.”
Greg Justice, Kansas City
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Attention Current & Future Industry Educators
One of the industry’s top opportunities hands down!
*Fitness *Nutrition *Therapy *Wellness

Introduction to creating and taking to market education
Do you have or do you want to create an industry leading education program
that has the ability, to create incredible profits and help many people?
Achieve Systems is looking to grow our education platforms that we are
highly invested in. We have the goal to be the top education provider in the
fitness, nutrition, therapy and health industries. All industries should support
each other and work hand in hand so we maximize success leading to more
financial & professional success for us all.
We strongly believe education is the backbone of our industry and we are
dedicated to being an industry leader and providing the top education
available.
Educators deserve to earn more, and do in most cases! Throughout this
packet, you will see the much larger income opportunity, in being a national
and/or international educator and using our award-winning system.
We have the top master education program system in the industry because of
our business model, revenue stream system, coaching systems, leadership,
marketing power, branding programs, national conferences and much more.
If you currently teach an education program or wish to create one, we can
lead you through the process with a proven turn-key system. We can help
turn it into a revenue creating machine that reaches many people!
Review this packet and if interested contact us for a discovery session to
discuss your ideas, program you wish to create, or the program you currently
have. We work with education professionals on all levels. Let’s take it to
market!
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Achieve Systems is looking for the following
education programs today
➢ Fitness Industry Programs
➢ Therapy Industry Programs (all modalities)
➢ Nutrition Industry Programs
➢ Health & Wellness Industry Programs
➢ Medical Industry Programs
➢Specialty programs to help business owners
succeed
You can see all programs we currently offer at
www.achieveacademypro.com
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Mission

Natalie Heckert created the NATS E Fit master education program
& product with us that exceeds a million dollars a year!

Our mission is to give professionals in our
industry the opportunity to not just create
education that can produce incredible business
but, to provide numerous systems to take the
education to market and earn the income they
deserve!
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“My name is Werner Berger and I am in the Guinness book of
world records as the oldest person in the world who has climbed all
the major peaks in the world. I have chosen Robert Raymond and
his program development system to help me create an education
program and take it to market so my legacy lives on and I teach
others how to be as successful as I have been!”
Werner Berger, Guinness book of world record holder, mentor,
Achieve Member and Educator
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You keep 100% of your profits from your program!
We do not take any profits from your LIVE events you hold at any time! The
revenue is all yours! Charge $249 and earn $249 even when you get sign-ups
from our community, conferences or where ever! If you charge more than $249
great, it’s all yours!
We do not take any profits from your program you operate online at any time!
The revenue is all yours!
We do not take any profits from your master educators at any time! The revenue
is all yours!
You become an Achieve Academy endorsed program and we provide you millions
of dollars of resources!
We become an affiliate and sell your program on our website for you and we do a
profit share for what we sell only. You can operate your own online program and
keep all profits.
You can sell your program to the 100s and soon to be 1000s of members in
achieve systems, you will be in over 56 marketing guides, conference catalogs, on
websites, we will promote you at Achieve University to all new members and you
can exhibit at conferences and sell to our community. When you do! We earn zero
and you get all the profits.
Why do we do it? Because it is our goal to earn revenue from growing our
community and promoting you as a benefit to our members and you keep all the
profits making this a dream system for any educator.
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Master Education Program Approval Process
I want in! How do I get approved?

Achieve Systems has a very strong approval process as quality is of the
utmost importance. We will help lead you through the process.
We carry out a demographic & economic research study to see the
profitability available throughout the USA and abroad. We do industry
pricing comparisons and look at the target market systems and analysis to
determine the ROI for everyone who will be involved. We consider every
avenue and approve programs based upon industry need and the success the
program can deliver both professionally and financially.
Taking education to market is very rewarding but, knowing all these
determining factors is very important to be able to create a success oriented
strategy and implementation plan. Simply creating a program will get you
nowhere. The marketing, branding and partnerships necessary are a few of
the many keys to success that are necessary to reach professional and
financial goals.
We have spent decades developing education and taking it to market with
great success. That is why we provide the checklist to success, which
provides us everything needed to deliver results.
You will start the approval process by going through a discovery session
with one of our education leaders, we will then do the research and you can
apply at www.achievesystemspro.com . We will then present it to our board
of directors and start the process.
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Hello, my name is Vanessa Raymond and I am
the director of education development for
Achieve Academy. We provide several
resources to help you create and grow the
financial & professional success of your
education program.
Let’s go through them now & review the
incredible system & assets we provide!
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How will your program be offered?
You can offer your program in person or as an
online program (or both as we recommend).
We have platforms in place for taking your
program both online or offline!
The decision is 100% up to you!
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Getting Started!

My Education is not completed or
written! How do I proceed?
We love people with ideas!
We have a turn-key education development system that we are
highly invested in. Some have incredible ideas but, do not know
how to put it all together. We will provide you an easy to use
system to put it all together and create an incredible education
program. Finish 6 easy to follow packets and your program is done
and, in most cases, valued well over $12,000!
All accepted education programs receive mentorship from Robert
Raymond as stated in the checklist to success.
(see attached for the checklist to success)

My Education is completed!
How do I proceed?
Great, if your education is completed submit it and we will review
it. If it is ready for CEC approval or is CEC approved, we will get
it into our marketing system (see attached) and start developing the
branding and marketing campaigns as laid out in the checklist to
success!
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Let’s Talk Profits
& ROI!
A typical CEC/CEU approved education program that follows our
guidelines to write is valued at $12,000 (est.) when completed!
A typical non-CEC/CEU approved education program is valued at
$8500.00 (est.) upon completion using our system to write it!
The value of your program/education increases greatly as you
begin to grow the financial success and brand!
In our system educators become profitable after putting just 20
(estimate) people through a class! The ROI on what we do is
incredible. We do it because it is our goal to grow our TRIBE
while you grow your education! The perfect win-win relationship!
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Who do I sell to?

We have a Built-in Community that we
provide numerous opportunities to. Your
education would be one of the recommended
opportunities they would have available to
participate in!
We own Achieve Fitness, Achieve Therapy, Achieve Nutrition,
Achieve Health, Massage Practice Building and the Independent
Gym Network that have numerous members who can take your
education!
We will market your program to each of them on a regular basis &
provide plans to market your program outside our organization!
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Who takes your program?
Participants can take your workshop on 3 levels

Answer: Anyone and everyone! No limits!

1) Anyone can take the education to simply learn – We can sell to anyone and
everyone in the world. They can take it Online or LIVE in person based upon
your biz objectives we set-up.

2) Take your education to gain the certification and/or earn CECs to better their
education, credentials and knowledge.

3) Take your education to become a master instructor! We have the system in
place to run someone taking your education into a master educator under you.
We have over $180,000.00 invested in this system just for you!
A master instructor is the system we put them through to duplicate you as a national
instructor. Would it not be incredible, to have someone teaching in different areas of
the world that you can’t penetrate and you earn income. We have the system in place
to make this happen! You will have the ability, to grow a national master instructor
system with everything in place ready to go upon completion of your program.
Qualify other instructors under your leadership
The master instructor who you qualify can become a CEC provider and/or educator in
their area and go under agreement to teach a specific number of workshops per year
to professionals. This provides huge income potential and a great professional image
for the person wanting to become an educator and train the professional. It provides
you national branding, financial and professional growth. Most importantly, it
provides you a system that can provide you passive income.
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Achieve Academy provides you the platform
to become successful to take your education to
market once created!
Achieve Academy is the academy that will become an affiliate for your
education program and help you make it financially and professionally
successful! We provide you millions of dollars of resources!
Achieve Academy has several education programs we host that can be seen
at www.achieveacademypro.com.
Achieve Academy provides our accepted education providers the following;
❖ Branding and Marketing Systems to showcase your education
❖ A Sales Team who will sell and market your program along - side you!
❖ Web presence including SEO development on our education website
❖ 3 plus national conferences to host your program at per year.
❖ We provide you a table at our business building events and national conferences
we have, to market your program and grow our brand.
❖ The Exclusive Back office education HUB to store & deliver continuing
education forever
❖ Achieve Academy sells your online program right on our website and does a
profit share with you. You will sell it on your website and earn 100% of your
sales.
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❖ Achieve Academy provides the master instructor newsletter to keep you updated
including an exclusive Facebook group
❖ Achieve Academy provides education leader Vanessa Raymond as your go to
leader to help you develop and grow
❖ Achieve Academy provides team meetings at our national conferences to help you
succeed in growing your education
❖ Achieve Academy provides you the “how to fill your workshops” manual so
you can follow a proven system to become successful. The manual is also used to
teach the master instructors under you, how to fill workshops so everyone is
financially successful.
❖ Achieve Academy provides you preferred vendors to plug into your business and
make it stronger.
❖ Achieve Academy provides partnerships for your companies like the medical
exercise network already built in to help you succeed and grow sales.
❖ Achieve Academy provides you the ability to create additional education such as
books, DVDs and more too add revenue to your business. We have a built-in
system to do so.
❖ Achieve Academy provides you your LAUNCH branding and marketing
system as followed- Wow!
Full Color Catalog on your program
Your program is inserted into our 56 estimated catalogs and marketing systems
Website created and then you take remote control access
Banner Ads
BIO Branding Campaigns
Full Color Flyers for each workshop
Direct links to registration pages
Access to Achieve Graphics – See the checklist to success for complete details
Marketing video created for your program
On-going resources to brand and grow your program
You will see all the information above in an organized system to completion on a
checklist.
❖ Marketing power
We teach your program opportunity at Achieve University monthly (or you can)
Marketing newsletter goes out to 25,000 plus monthly from Mike Libercci, President of
Coaching
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SEO and online presence on all websites
3-4 yearly conferences you can plug into
Mastermind calls you can participate in and brand your business/education
Complete access to the outstanding achieve systems network
Numerous marketing campaigns provided
A team of leaders promoting your business/education
Insert in all our conference catalogs
Insert in all our company marketing manuals that have education systems in it
Achieve is continuously developing new relationships you can tap into
This list is what achieve academy is responsible for providing you to grow your
education & business. This is all provided through the achieve systems license and
partnership.

Review the checklist to success
The check-list to set up your education to be highly
successful
Now for more detailed information we have attached the checklist to success. Please
review that checklist. No matter, where you are at in your business we want to make sure
everything on this list is checked off. This will increase your success rate by up to 200%.

Please visit the checklist to success that is attached to
review, the incredible benefits we provide to our education
program creators and leaders.
The Robert Raymond Education Creating Start-up Checklist (attached)
When you start, you will receive a turn-key checklist to get your program up and develop
everything necessary to take it to market. Achieve Systems is responsible for a very large
part of the checklist so it is important we work with success oriented individuals.
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We have invested more than 180k into systems we provide you immediately to create &
take to market your education program. That includes your marketing and branding
campaign to separate you from the competition (see the checklist provided).

ACHIEVE ACADEMY
TAKING THE INDUSTRY BY STORM
“Team Work Makes the Dream Work”

Become part of a success oriented team!
We have a built-in community and family ready to go!
Our team has 100s of years combined experience in the fitness, nutrition, health and
therapy industry. We believe that education is the foundation of our industry! We
currently have 25 plus master education programs that we endorse, have helped
developed and support by integrating into our systems. We have the goal to add a
minimum of 4-6 master education programs per year as we develop and brand our
industry presence as the leader in education.
We see the need for education and support on developing clients and promoting classes
and workshops because becoming educated and certified in a specific skill is simply not
enough to ensure success for the professional.
Our company president, Robert Raymond, is an industry ICON on the business side and
is author of the Success Express line of books including the book “Development of a
Client Base in 90 Days” that is used by numerous education organizations nationwide.
“Our goal is to provide outstanding education through educators just like you. Then we
help the master trainers acquire business and financial success which has been the
missing piece of the puzzle in our industry” says Robert Raymond, CEO.
We have developed all the assets and systems you will need, and provide the support of
some of the top experts in the industry with 100s of years combined experience.
Now our goal is to simply implement the system and search the land for great education
and educators. If you are or want to be one of these educators, we are very interested in
talking to you!
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Take your program online option!
Having an online platform is very important as technology has taken over the education
industry in many ways
Take your program onlineWe offer a very strong online system for selling education that you can participate in.
We will sell your program as an online education system as followed;
•

Sell the manual with a study guide as an online certificate of achievement
program.

•

We will sell right on our website and do a profit share with you.

•

We will set you up to do this on your website that you manage, and you keep
100% of the profits of what you sell.

We only profit from what we sell which is how it should be! See financial section for
more details
We provide you a number, of success-oriented platforms to offer your program as an
online program. This is almost a must for most all programs and increases your success
rate by up to 75%.
Other Online Systems you can engage in!
You can set your program up to teach it on zoom or any other platform to reach a larger
audience and we will help set you up!
Our online education system simply sells the manual with a study guide. It does not
certify someone at any level. We simply send them a certificate of achievement for
engaging in the education materials.
This gets them more interested in coming to work with you LIVE/ In-Person and you
earn revenue from both systems.
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Leadership
One great team with 100s of years of combined experience to
help you create and take your program to market

Achieve Systems provides a complete leadership team for you to utilize for support in
growing and/or creating your program. This includes industry leaders, partnerships and
an incredible sales team. You will receive an education system checklist that you and
your team will work with.
Your dedicated team is here to help you acquire business & success!
You are never alone! We have a dedicated team here to help you grow your education
programs sales volume. The following is your team that is here to help you become
profitable and help with the take-to-market process.

Robert Raymond, CEO and Industry Leader
If you need to create or improve your education, you will work with industry leader
Robert Raymond.
Once your program is accepted into Achieve Academy you receive over 150 hours of
development and work from our company CEO Robert Raymond & his team. This work
is necessary to set-up the program to be successful.
Robert Raymond provides you the initial training and business planning systems,
including over an estimated 150 hours of training to develop and implement your
program/education. You will receive complete training from Robert personally and then
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develop the business plan and take-to-market systems using his years of experience and
turn-key dedicated systems. You will than have on-going support and a dedicated team
to help make you successful.
Robert is an industry leader who has owned numerous extremely successful fitness
businesses, has created incredible education, and will provide you the complete
foundation necessary to become successful. The success of each master trainer program
is very important because, as with everything within Achieve Systems, we do not profit
unless you do!
Robert’s team will assist you with rolling out your program to create volume, fill
workshops, add master trainers and become successful.

“Having Robert’s education creation program has
helped me create the program of my dreams and I now
sell it to the wellness, therapy and fitness communities
with Achieve Academy!”
Ari Gronich, Performance Therapy Academy

Vanessa Raymond, your go to person
CEO Achieve Academy
Vanessa Raymond leads our education division and will become one of your ‘go to’
people. Vanessa currently oversees some of the top master trainer programs in the world
and is a born leader. She is your connection for everything from website development,
logos, SEO, marketing materials to business support. See the list of the assets we provide
you within our in-house education division and sister company Achieve Academy.
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Mike Libercci, President of Business Coaching

Industry leading fitness, nutrition & therapy business coach
The industry’s no-excuses, no-fail business coach
Mr. Mike Libercci is one of the top fitness and wellness business coaches in the industry
and has helped thousands acquire success with his turn-key systems. Mike is your go to
business coaching leader to help you acquire success in the growth of your program and
business. Mike offers one on one coaching, mastermind groups and conferences you can
use to support your program and business to help you become successful. We also have
an industry leading back-office to support your business and all your master trainers.
His systems are also available to all your master trainers so that they can become
successful. A key to success in our great industry is to learn how to market and grow, to
fill workshops and client bases. When you get, certified or go through CEC programs
with a company such as NSCA you receive great education but you do not receive the
education and ability to pick up business and clients. We at Achieve Systems provide it
all and have invested millions in developing these assets we offer!
Look at our coaching packet (attached) and see the incredible coaching features you
receive to take your program national or international.

Shari Mitteco, Head Coach and Events Expert
Shari Mitteco runs the nutrition side of our business including the industry’s first diet
terminator master trainer program. She manages and develops achieve members, and is
responsible for promoting your program to grow your workshop attendance, add master
instructors and brand your system.
Shari will be present at our national conferences to help you promote and grow your
systems to her community.
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Shari is also owner of the Diet Terminator master trainer program and is an expert on the
education systems and is one of our leading coaches.

Complete training & business plan
development system for educators

Numerous professionals create education then have no idea how to sell, brand or make it
successful! Achieve Systems is here to help you create everything you need to make
your business successful.
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Business Plan
Implementation Process
Achieve University Business Training Program
Necessary Materials
Marketing Campaigns
Branding Campaigns
How to fill workshops
On-going weekly coaching systems
3-4 yearly national conferences with growth training

Achieve University is named the #1 Business Training System in our Industry by
numerous of our attendee’s hands down!
Achieve Systems has a dedicated branding program that has been created by industry
leader and #1 ranked business coach Robert Raymond. You will receive over 30 hours of
training directly from Robert to help brand and increase the profitability of your program.
Robert will work with you during the set-up stages and other leaders will take over to roll
out your program, after with your dedicated team providing leadership, support and
systems as outlined. Vanessa Raymond will help lead the marketing and growth of your
program and your sales team will be dedicated to selling programs and branding. This
partnership creates a complete win-win situation for us all.
(See the training information list below for more details and itemized information).
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Dedicated Training and Business Plan Development
The Education Program must have a dedicated plan

➢ Training & Implementation system on the Industry Leading Generator 101 &
Sales System that will brand your program to take national.
➢ You receive the VGB business plan development turn-key system to develop
your vision, goals and business plan around your program to take it to market.
Having an outstanding business plan is most important as it provides your
program accountability, organization, structure, financial and professional out
looks, dedicated systems, investor opportunities, partnership opportunities and
much more (value $10,000).
➢ Attend Achieve University to go through 20 hours of business training with
industry leader Robert Raymond and our Achieve Business Team. We will
develop strategies to put the revenue streams in place, provide your program the
business training it needs to implement and make successful. (Value $4995).
Achieve University is where it all starts! After University, you will have an
implementation plan and complete training (including full access).

On-going Training & Development
Systems

➢ You receive a business coaching system from Achieve Systems to help you grow
the success of your program and business ($10,000 value per year). See the
coaching packet for more details and everything included.
➢ Unlimited Mastermind Group Entry ($5000 a year value). 3 incredible groups!
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➢ The Achieve Academy team provides you over $170k worth of assets to develop
and grow your program’s success strategies and systems as seen in the provided
start-up checklist;
➢ Join our Toastmasters leadership group with leadership coach Virginia Phillips.
We initially invest 10s of thousands into the program and system in money and time
& therefore it’s very important we only work with strong educators.
✓ Please review the checklist to success (attached) for all included.
✓ To make a master education program successful the initial investment is usually
around a minimum of $170k and countless hours. We have already invested this
total and put forth the hours to provide you a turn-key system for little investment
on your part.
Achieve Academy is our education business that is responsible for providing you the
system necessary to brand and grow your program (over $170k worth of invested $ have
built assets needed for education programs to become successful).

We provide a Dedicated Sales Team
& Marketing System

Branding = Success
Achieve Systems has a dedicated sales staff who will be out promoting your program to
increase your brand and sales. One of the keys to success is to brand your program in the
first 24 months so it becomes an industry recognized system. That is done through our
branding campaigns and all our dedication to the circle of marketing and sales systems.
Once your brand is established, filling workshops and bringing in master trainers
becomes much easier as the program name sells it. The Achieve branding 101 system!
Do not think your workshops and education will sell just because it is good! Going
through the branding process and cycle is very important and a must for most all people.
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We work with an educator right now who had over 110 people in his last workshop and
he made over 25k on the day and it was because everyone loves him and wanted to take a
workshop with him. Branding = Success!
Dedicated Sales Team
As of January 1, 2019, we have a team of over 24 salespeople who are selling our
licensing/membership programs, master education programs, conferences and systems.
You will always have a team that will be out promoting your system to gain you leads.
➢ The Achieve Sales Team is trained on how to sell your program. Your program
will be marketed to bring in new members who desire to work your system.
➢ Branding in 4 different industries separates us from any competition. Your
program will/ can be expanded within Achieve Fitness, Achieve Therapy,
Achieve Nutrition and the Independent Gym Network. You will have a
dedicated leader within each division who is responsible for helping licensees
implement your program. We target each market.
➢ Private Label a major Success Strategy to your business: Your program will have
its own marketing and sales program to help you and master educators learn
how to fill workshops to become financially successful. The marketing plan and
packet will have your company information on it, logo and support your master
trainers in helping them fill workshops. Education is a major key to success! We
educate master trainers on how to fill workshops.
➢ We provide you 3-4 conferences each year where you can hold master trainer
workshops for our licensees, prospects or anyone else. We give you access to
market to our licensees before and after the conference ($5000 + value).
➢ We provide you a booth/table at our conferences for no charge ($2000 value) to
market the program.
➢ We feature you in the marketing materials at both conferences.
➢ Branding Power: We feature you in all company marketing materials to brand
your program, name and logo.
➢ We feature you on all our company websites. We market every workshop you or
one of your master trainer’s hosts within a turn-key system provided by Achieve
Academy (us in house education business).
➢ Achieve Graphics provides you professional marketing flyers & materials to
start your sales process. We then provide you an optional service to tap into.
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Much more… Visit the revenue stream, coaching system and checklist to success for
more details.

The Achieve Community
How each business helps you!

➢ Each network and business provides your master education program with
leadership and a sales team to help take your program and education to each
market. Each division has a dedicated leader responsible for promoting your
program to the members and new incoming professionals.
Each of the following will promote your education
Achieve Fitness Systems
Achieve Nutrition Systems
Achieve Therapy Systems
Massage Practice Building
Achieve Wellness Systems
The Independent Gym Network
The Upstart Clinic Network
Inspired Event Systems
➢ Most importantly each business provides you the opportunity to designate master
educators all over the USA (Australia and South Africa). This is a huge asset
because you have a built-in network in place to market, and to find master
instructors for your program. A master instructor is someone who you qualify
who can teach it to professionals.
GROWTH PROJECTIONS: As of January 1st, we have 270 plus members in the USA
and just opened in Australia. Our goals are to ultimately have 1100 members in fitness,
1100 in nutrition and over 5000 in therapy/wellness.
IMOPORTANT GROWTH STRATEGY: As each business above expands its
numbers of members you gain possible master educators that can attend your workshops
and are marketed too on a weekly basis through our newsletters, conferences, company
websites, Facebook pages and mastermind groups.
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Turn-Key Solutions for developing Education
My education is not completed! What is the process?
Proceed to review the Checklist to success in creating an education program please.
We provide all on the checklist plus,
➢ Developing industry leading education: If you do not have your education
completed, we have everything you need including program templates, coaching,
leadership and business planning to create your program in addition to everything
in this system. Please review the checklist to success for more information.
➢ We have all systems ready to create: We have completed over 30 turn-key
master education programs in the last 3 years. Our goal is to bring in a minimum
of 2-5 new master education programs per year. We have the expert knowledge
and systems in place to develop education that becomes an industry leading
program.
➢ Expert Advice based upon experience: We have invested greatly in the needs
for education systems by research on demographics, pricing, and marketing
systems. It is our job to help you maximize your success in your program by
providing you success strategies and expert advice.

If your education is completed the initial investment is less as we do not have to take you
through this process.
My education is completed- If this is the case we look forward to reviewing it and
seeing if it is a good fit for our incredible system.
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What else do we provide for
Education Providers to gain long-term
success?

Provided for all master education program operators in addition the checklist to
success!
➢ The possibility of a national and/or international exclusive- Our education and
master trainer programs never compete. Our goal is to maximize the success of
each program & help grow your program both financially and professionally.
➢ The Platinum Level Membership (value $9995.00) with all assets to use for
your master education program and your business. All educators must be a
member to acquire all assets to grow their program. We grow our business system
from the inside out which means we only partner with educators who are
dedicated to become successful and part of our program. (See attached)
➢ The Million Dollar Revenue Stream Exclusive License (see attached). Lots of
these revenue streams can plug right into your education to create your additional
profits. Come author books, DVDs, use the online platform and much more.
➢ The Business Coaching & Key Asset Exclusive License (see attached). You can
use the coaching system to help you grow your education and business on-going
plus your master trainers who join have full access to grow their workshops to
make you financially successful.
➢ The ‘we do not profit until you do’ system- We invest in our education and
programs greatly. The initial investment is our cost to start your education
program and get it set-up properly. Discuss with your Achieve Systems leader.
➢ The top turn-key, master education program, business system in the industry
providing your master trainers licensing and membership programs that are
private labeled to your program. Our system can guarantee success because we
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provide all licensees and members of your program coaching, marketing support
and everything in this packet to help them acquire success.
➢ We provide the Success Network: When you get, certified or educated with
most companies it only includes the general education and has no marketing and
business growth programs with it.
Your master education program will have a complete plan surrounding it to provide you
and your master instructors marketing support to help them fill workshops. It starts with
our branding campaigns that include us marketing each workshop, providing our 100page est. marketing and sales programs, training, support, conferences and more.

Equipment
Does your program need equipment? We can help!

Introducing Jeff Thomosen, Your equipment leader
Many programs might include equipment. We have the ability, to manufacturer
equipment at factories we work with overseas and in the USA. If you teach an education
program and use equipment we can assist you in manufacturing and acquiring the
equipment at an outstanding profitable level.

Turn-Key Revenue Stream Program
Millions of dollars of systems for your program

➢ *We have millions of dollars of revenue streams that can fit into your business
and program to help increase your success. (Please visit the revenue stream packet
for more details or look online at www.achieverevenuesystems.com). Our goal is
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to maximize your ROI in all situations which is one of the keys to success in
taking a master trainer program to market.
*millions of dollars of revenue streams and the totals are estimated by the investment
totals of each system in achieve systems that is made available to you and your business.

OPTIONAL:
We can help you grow your personal business by plugging in the Achieve assets!
Master trainer program owners are not responsible for paying activity fees on client
sessions from their personal business unless they decide they want us to help them do so.
They are responsible for the small minimum activity fee as stated in the license which is
for the on-going systems provided.

Let’s now talk money!
What will I earn?
Let’s make your program profitable!
Let’s now lay out the profitability in this incredible program. If your education is
approved to enter our system, our goal is to team with you to certify and educate 10s of
thousands as you develop and grow your brand. This is one of the most profitable
systems in our industry because you own the education and operate it using our assets to
prosper creating a very strong win-win!
You are always in control of what you charge and earn!
➢ Different education provides us different opportunities. The beauty of creating
education is it provides us multiple ways to earn income and maximize success.
The financial arrangement for selling your program is easy and as followed;
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Holding In person/ LIVE Certifications
➢ We will mentor you on industry standards and how to set your retail price.
Whatever you set your retail price at you earn 100% of it always. Yes! We do not
profit from any in person trainings. You have complete access to our entire
community, all the branding and marketing systems.
The reason we don’t take any profits in your program is because we want you to
earn what you deserve and become a great resource for our community.
FINANCIALS for Approved Programs
This is one of the most exciting parts! We do not profit from any of your workshops you
teach.
1) We provide you all resources and we do not take any profits from your
certification. You earn every penny.
We are using $249 as an example here for what you should charge for a full day
workshop. You can price your program at whatever you wish and keep all the profits.
Certify Numbers
If you certify……
100

You charge $249
You now earn all!
$24,900 Profit

250

$62,250 Profit

500
1000
10,000

$124,500 Profit
$249,000 Profit
2.49 million Profit

Seriously! Just
certify 250 earn 2x
our industry
average income!

How to earn $100,000 per year?
Certify 250 people, bring 10 people to events and have a 5% sign up rate for joining our
community.
How to earn 1 million dollars a year?
Certify 3090 people total or certify 2000 people and have a 5% sign up rate for joining
our community. The key is growing your tribe
How do I create fast income from this that makes a difference?
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Small Classes Created great income
Get 4 in a class earn $1000.00 when charging $249! We want you to truly see the value
in having small classes and making this highly successful. Get 4 people in a class creates
a profit fast and is easy to accomplish.
Large Classes Create Wealth
Get 100 in a class and earn $24,900 in one day. Set your goals high and fill classes like
the pros!
*These numbers are real revenue totals when charging $249.00. If you want to earn more
increase the amount you charge. You are in complete control of what you make, and
your financial success and you still receive all the assets we provide like selling to our
community, conferences etc.
*Achieve does not earns any totals from our community taking your program at any time.
Yes! There is no fine print! You even earn the full amount when you, sign-up someone
in achieve systems. This is Universal!

Bringing in other master educators
A key to developing long term passive income!
Our master educator program can be extremely lucrative to the point you can bring in 3-4
players to teach your program in other regions of the country and earn incredible passive
income. We provide you the system to do so!
We have changed this system because we want to attract 10s of thousands to achieve
systems and by providing our educators we the ability to do some incredible things as it
will grow our community right along with.
Certify Numbers
If your master
educator certifies…

You charge $249
You now earn all!
You can share
more with a
master educator &
use our system we

Pay a master
educator
$150 per and you
earn $99. Achieve
Earns 0!

This is an example
for you to review
to adjust your
numbers!
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spent $180,000 on
to implement

100

$24,900 Profit

250

$62,250 Profit

500

$124,500 Profit

You can pay the
master educators
whatever you
want!
They earn $15,000
You earn $9,900
They earn $37,500
You earn 24,750
They earn $75,000
You earn $49,500

*On this system you earn the bottom total in column 3 when you take $99 and pay them
$150. You can adjust this to any total you see fit in our business. We are doing this to
give you every tool necessary to blow up the success of your business.
*You can also attract more master educators as achieve earns $0 so you have more room
to pay the great ones even higher totals while you earn even more.
*Using our master education system that we have invested more than $170,000.00 in
provides you the tools to earn passive income and certify others as a master instructor to
teach just like you do in other regions of the US or World earning you on-going passive
income.

Online ProgramTake your program online and let us sell you as an affiliate of yours!
Take your program online and sell yourself and keep all the profits!
Let’s take your program online immediately. We have a great online program where we
offer your manual and a studio guide online to create profits based upon no hours
necessary. We will provide you this platform to put on your website and you create
100% of your profits.
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You can approve us as an affiliate and we will put it up on our website and sell them for
you creating the following in profits;
We now have an easy process to sell your education online as followed;
•

We have an online certificate of achievement section on our Achieve Academy
page that we will be selling and promoting you. We will be charging $89.00 (or a
pre-determined price you provide us).

•

Your manual will be available for a 1 x download for a recommended price of
$89 (or whatever you determine). It will include a short study guide with it. This
has become very popular in our industry.

Some of the online programs will include CECs if approved. If you are CEC approved
contact your provider for CEC totals if providing online.
If you have 2 levels it would be $89 per level on our website (or whatever price you
determined).
We have handled all legalities. When they download it does explain the copyright and it
is for them only, and illegal to share with others. If caught sharing its punishable by a
$20,000 infringement fine. This is standard for an online education system.
•

When someone orders your manual, they are receiving online education only- The
manual with a study guide. They will get your manual and a study guide for that
price (great value and provides a lead for you to land live certification prospects).
They are then responsible for learning on their own. We are just providing
education that leads to them being able to come take your in-person course if they
want to get certified or become a master educator. Over 90% of education
companies are now running this same online system.

•

We are simply an affiliate selling for you. You can put up your own online
system, on your own website, and keep all the profits. On our website we are
selling it for you at our investment dollars and efforts. We will earn 50% of the
$89.00 and pay you the remainder by auto transfer on the 15th of each month for
all paid sales in the previous month. This is 100% optional but, why would you
not want an additional system selling for you providing you FREE revenue and
leads!

You will receive a direct deposit payment on the 15th of each month for any sales we
have in the previous month for your online program on our website. We will be
marketing it and selling it to our community and abroad.
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•

The system is fully automated, and you will get an email from our processor the
second someone orders from our site. Remember we are simply an affiliate
selling you. You can run this same system on your website and keep all the
profits, you will hold LIVE trainings and earn 100% of the profits.

Affiliates who can sell your education- We provide you a program to set-up other
affiliates to sell you including training and instant available relationships.

How to qualify a master instructor? How will you set high standards?
If someone wants to qualify to become a master instructor, you are in complete control of
providing them the qualification process as you must maintain the integrity and quality of
your program.
We have a number, of turn-key systems to do so. We will take you through the process
of creating exams, setting up practical hours and much more.

What they earn and what you earn!
If you decide to create master instructors
You earn 100% of your profits and you determine what you charge. We will mentor you
on industry standards. so you price your program correctly.
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Master instructors must Join Achieve Systems on the membership program. We have
done this for decades and we know that if someone does not have support and learn how
to fill workshops they will not be successful.
Why? The reason is because a master instructor program cannot be successful without
marketing leadership, support and us handling all administrative and systems. Master
instructors need to learn from us consistently, on how to market and grow their
workshops and brand. We have seen very few educators ever successful without!
➢ You can adjust the total of what you pay your master trainers to whatever you
wish. We simply provide you recommendations.
➢

Huge Additional Financial OpportunityGrowing our national and international tribe!
We provide all master educators under your system and you the ability to leave
each workshop with a very high level of profits. Each workshop attendee who is
not with Achieve will receive an information packet on Achieve.
We do not want educators selling achieve- They simply provide the packet and
say check it out! If they join Achieve on the Standard Gold Level Program the
educator who taught the workshop earns $1000.00. If they join on the platinum
program the educator earns $1500.00. If they join our CEO program you earn
$6500. This provides you and all educators under you the ability to increase our
network so you are in front of them more and have incredible income potential.
It also gets these people in our network/tribe so you see the at all our events and
conferences so you can continuously do business with them.

➢ Revenue Streams- When you and your program go through Achieve University
we work to add as many revenue streams into your system as we can that can
maximize your profits. This can be books, DVDs, manuals, products, equipment
or anything that is relevant to your education.
You or your master trainers can make the average earnings outlined below for
workshops taught and you will create passive income monthly based upon every
person in every workshop even when you are not teaching. We can set up the
profitability to what you need to make and charge what the program will allow
based upon the industry pricing analysis we provide.
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*Of course, when you teach the program you earn all the profits below. When one of your
master instructors teaches the program, you determine what you earn and they earn. We
provide you the industry recommendations of what to pay your master trainers; we have
the turn-key system, marketing materials, dedicated legalities and structure ready to go.
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Creating Wealth within Education!
Here is a typical example of how to set up your
education to succeed financially
Here is the example of what you earn as your program grows. Look at these incredible
numbers!
Program Growth System- We will help set you up on a plan to grow the sales of your
program and provide you numerous on-going resources you can plug into to make it
happen.
Look at this chart and set goals to how many people you will certify or take through your
workshop.
Workshop
Attendees
10
20
50
100
200
500
1,000
10,000

Amount
Earned Per
$249
$249
$249
$249
$249
$249
$249
$249

Totals

Notes

$2490 profit
$4980 profit
$12,450 profit
$24,900 profit
$49,800 profit
$124,500 profit
$249,000 profit
$2.49m profit

This chart is for all master educators charging $249 which is what we recommend. If you
charge more, you earn more! Remember your program sales should provide you other
revenue as well from other services or products you offer!

“Set your goals and let’s do it!”
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Performance Obligated by educator (YOU)

In business, it is important to lay out everyone’s obligations in a success oriented
partnership. If everyone is on the same page success occurs at a much higher level. We
are here to become your partner and provide you resources to grow your education
program and business at a high level!

Let’s grow your business!
Educator
Once your program is completed you participate in the resources we provide as followed;
1) You attend our Spring and Fall conferences and market your program to 100s and
soon to be 1000s of guests. You are provided branding in our catalogs, on our
websites and throughout our community.
2) You attend leadership day to work with your interior leadership team to grow the
success of your program (leadership day is generally on the day before our
conference).
3) You bring an estimate of 10 guests to each conference who are coming to see you
and your program. We provide you guests a FREE ticket to the event as your VIP
guest. We use the event to bring them into your program and business as well as
they have the option to join our community. You earn incredible income either
way. This is the benefit for us, as it helps us grow our tribe in return.
4) You work the branding systems set forth by Achieve Systems that have been
provided and developed over 3 decades of experience to grow your sales.
5) You participate in our leadership systems to grow as a professional.
6) You tap into the revenue stream and coaching systems.
7) You develop relationships and tap into our incredible community.
All education program members have a monthly membership fee of $75 total (not $50)
like standard members as educators get the extended stuff we invest in like tables at
events and conferences.
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How can we do this at cost?
If you have 10 people average coming to our conferences they will plug into your
program, possibly join achieve and we have someone else in our community which is
where we profit. We don’t need to profit off your program due to this and our incredible
community.

To be highly successful to obtain the larger number totals;
➢ You must perform and follow a branding system we provide.
➢ You must plug-in to the system to be successful. No one is going to make your
business success besides you!
➢ You must be coachable to be successful. We have outstanding industry leaders
who can assist you in business growth. Tap-in and learn!
We provide turn-key assets but, at the end of the day becoming successful is your job as
you own your program! We will provide all assets then it’s your job to acquire
successful by plugging in and implementing.
This partnership is highly beneficial because we take away the business side which is the
most difficult part for most educators. We team with industry leaders because we believe
in working within a Niche which better allows us to teach our branding campaigns
leading towards success.
Participate in our conferences in full as a leader branding you. Conferences are put in
place to brand you from the inside out. You must meet the obligations to bring attendees
and follow the branding system.
We provide all approved education providers invitations to our leadership events as
followed;
1) You will be inserted on the leadership email list and receive emails regarding
company information.
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2) You will be invited to our leadership day prior to each conference. We have a
leadership meeting leading to a business night out with our leadership team prior
to each conference.
3) Invitation to our MT meetings at conferences
4) Get information through our MT Program exclusive Facebook group
5) Invitation to participate in the mastermind calls and present your program on a
regular basis.
Use our national conferences to succeed system
To maintain new growth educators are asked to follow our marketing systems and
develop partnerships and relationships to grow their program. We ask all education
providers to invite a minimum of 10 people to each of our conferences, so they can get in
front of our system to maximize profits. Educators that bring 10 generally have the
expectation too clear 10-15k in profits at each conference minimum. Achieve Systems
provides the marketing plans on how to invite 10 people to each conference, so your
business system grows from conference to conference. It is the education provider’s
obligation to follow and provide these people.
Anyone you invite is a VIP guest and provided a FREE ticket which brands you and you
program strongly.

Your Initial Cost is our Cost
The initial investment is set-up to be easy to recover in just 1 class!
All education creators are required to make a small financial investment that in most
cases is our cost to produce our end of what we are required to provide for your program
and can be up to $9995.00 but is generally less (we will quote the cost).
We will quote this total out based upon your needs. It is very important to Achieve
Systems and the success of any business and partnership that all parties are invested
financially and committed to the success of the program.
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We have invested in excess, of $170,000 in the assets and systems we have, to create and
take to market your program. Everything included!
ROI: Initial investments will be recoverable by seeing as little as 20 attendees total. The
initial investment is put in place to cover some of the initial costs and our board requires
our educators to be invested in their program.
Up front cost is determined on a per program basis and the work required to finalize the
needs for the program to be successful. The total will be provided before start date.
Education program leaders must be part of the platinum membership. The platinum
membership is included and provided by Achieve Systems at no additional cost.
Monthly maintenance- Achieve education members pay $75 a month for full access to
everything. Never a penny more. This is just $25 more then regular achieve members
who pay $50 a month. This covers our cost to provide you everything.

Program Ownership
You own all education you create and Achieve Systems may not copy or duplicate.
You are responsible for all content as the education is yours.
You are the leader of your education and responsible for the quality and delivery. You are
responsible for designating master instructors and providing your requirements for your
program.
You may leave Achieve Academy and our program at any time by following the
termination process in your agreement. We do not hold anyone to long term no exit
agreements. If you want to move on you take your education and you move on. We
expect with our incredible assets and systems you will never want to leave.
You even can license your education out to a person in our system if you decide to leave
and profit from our community forever (see the agreement for details).
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2020
Current Master Education
Achieve Academy Endorsed
Programs

New Master Trainer Programs added yearly
Our goal is to become the top CEC/Education provider in the fitness,
nutrition, wellness & therapy industry
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Maximizing your partnerships equals success
Success Strategy we provide with our outstanding network
We provide a referral network system between our master trainer programs,
referring complimentary programs to attendees. The more partnerships you
have available in your corner the better.
We will offer you joint promotion opportunities.
For example, if our master education program for seniors (Active Wellness
Solutions) is teaching a workshop at a gym in Dallas your program might
piggy back that experience well and we can set that up.

Terms & Information
When someone is awarded an education program system with us it is inserted for sales
into Achieve Academy. You gain the following benefits on-going!
When we generate the agreement, it includes the following for your, and all our
benefit:
The content in this packet, the checklist to success and the membership agreement must
be provided to the education creator program owner unless the system has been
discontinued or changed.
The coaching system will be provided to the developer (you) to help you make the
program more successful.
The revenue stream system is provided to the developer (you) to help you make the
program more successful and add revenue opportunities.
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The exclusive membership/license is made available to the developer (you) to help you
make the program successful and execute the partnership. The membership/license is
mandatory as we only work with our active members.
If for any reason, you wish to discontinue the program with Achieve Systems you may at
any time by providing us 6 months’ notice. You are never under long-term or a no exit
obligation. Achieve Systems wishes to develop a strong relationship based upon
developing a mutually win-win relationship.
Achieve Systems will provide a 10-minute training program at Achieve University to
show your program to all new members monthly. New licensees/members will have the
opportunity to sign-up on the spot.
All instructors must become a licensee or member as outlined. You earn $1000.00$6500.00 for anyone who joins our community. This is a major benefit and many master
education program leaders clear an additional 20-50k a year from this process.
Achieve Systems is responsible for providing all business systems for your program. We
are 170k plus invested in the legalities and business systems within the materials we
provide for the master trainer program and we must provide all.
Administrative: You take all payments for any in person LIVE trainings you hold or if
you offer an online platform. We take payments for us selling your online program and
pay you on the 15th of each month by direct deposit for any sales we have in the previous
month.
At the end of the day it is your job (the owner of the education program) to make it
successful by growing the business and plugging into the resources provided.
Most programs provide a 2-day training and each day is a separate fee providing you and
your master instructor’s double profits over a 2-day period. It also provides an
outstanding professional image.
This packet is provided as the information packet of what we must provide (you) the
education provider and is part of the agreement that is provided.
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If you are interested here is how to apply
Go to www.achievesystemspro.com and fill out
the no obligation pre-approval application
Send any questions to
Robert@achievefitsystems.com .
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